
Charism meeting 4.17.19 
Tim O’Brien  
David Colhour 
Kate Mims 
 
 
Start with Prayer… 
 
What we need to have turned in and deadlines? May 6th 
 
Notes on written report:  
  
 Tim’s Response to DC report 5 items. 
 Charism as a noun and Charism as a verb. 
 This is important stuff for others to see. 
  Maybe ask the question at Chapter? 
  How does each group use ‘charism’ as a noun and a verb? 
   Ask in the form of a question? 
    
Kate- Make a statement regarding the charism including idea of noun and verb 
           Using this understanding, ask others to think of and tell someone else a personal story of 
the charism working in their lives.   
 
FD- a guided meditation would work. 
Tim- agreed to lead the mediation.  
Brainstorming meditation 
 We will need 6,8, or maybe 10 questions. 
   Questions that hit the heart. 
 What verb/noun comes out of our own story? 
FD- two things for quieted meditation. 
⁃ giving and taking when I saw it in someone else and I responded to it. 
⁃ Where are you Mary... you feel powerless or feel called to respond to it nothing you can 
do about it? 
Tim- other questions… what are the barriers that are keeping you from participating in the 
charism?  
 
Proposals..do we need to present any at chapter? 
 
Maybe the idea of a zoom meeting? 
Regular zoom session reflection on charism, invite everyone. 
Charism reflection group will meet at blank time. Where Charism lives in their lives. Evening 
option and a daytime option. 
 
People to lead and a structure. First 3-5 meetings us. 



Tim would be happy to facilitate. 
White paper before meeting....reflections. 
Thought that if we don’t have leadership then the whole thing will breakdown. 
 
___________________________   
FD- I was the only vowed member on this committee. Last month’s = next 3-5 years. 
 
How do we help, those at the chapter, grow in their awareness of their Passionist charism?  
⁃ through storytelling.  
⁃ This is our GOAL! 
 
 
Kate send out notes from meeting and questions for other members of the committee to 
reflect on before our next meeting on Wednesday May 1 2pm. Before May 6th deadline. 
 
 


